
 
 
Paris, the 11th of April 2018 

 

Paris’s New Destination Dedicated to Art, 
Gastronomy and Wellness 

 
An enchanted retreat, this unique location brings together art, greenery, 
gastronomy and wellness in the heart of the 7th arrondissement of Paris. Led by the 
Emerige Group and Founder Laurent Dumas, the BEAUPASSAGE project wil l  offer a 
concentrated sample of exceptional know-how and the very best of French 
craftsmanship. 
 
Tucked away between the well-known Boulevard Raspail, Rue de Grenelle and Rue du Bac, just a 
stone’s throw away from Musée Maillol, BEAUPASSAGE is essentially the perfect setting for an idle 
afternoon stroll. For all those who enjoy ambling through the city, making beautiful discoveries and 
surprising finds, the roofless passage holds the promise of a peaceful break from the hustle and 
bustle of the city. Works of art and installations, planted areas, wellness and delicious foods are the 
essential features of this new location, unlike any other. 
 
The Art of Preserving 
Commissioned by Emerige, the talented architect Franklin Azzi – partner at B&B – has imagined a 
novel architectural approach for the project’s various facades, making it possible to retain the 
original form of the buildings while developing a more industrial style, closer to that found in cities 
like London, New York and Brussels. From the Récollettes convent to the old garage and the Hôtel 
de Nevers, the 10,000-sqm site spans four centuries of diverse construction techniques and styles. 
The plant installations found all around the passage were designed by landscape architect Michel 
Desvigne, who pictured a green lung integrating more than sixty tree species, including: scots pines, 
Japanese maples, shadbushes, Himalayan birches, etc. 

 
A Journey into Excellence Open to All  
A new destination for casual airings, BEAUPASSAGE will house a concentrated 
supply of excellence, featuring exceptional culinary and wellness know-how by 
prominent chefs, bakers, pâtissiers, butchers and fitness specialists. Driven by 
their complementary skills and a shared passion for delivering new experiences 
to the contemporary epicurean, these artisans questioned their offerings to 
develop new bespoke concepts. 
 
Experiencing Art, Emerige’s Pledge 
A vocal advocate for contemporary creation, Emerige will install immersive 
works by plastic artists and sculptors at each of the passage’s three entrances, 



giving visitors and passers-by a chance to delve into a world of open-air poetry. Sculptures will also 
be displayed at the centre of the project. 
 

 
Established by Laurent Dumas some 30 years ago, Emerige contributes to 
building tomorrow’s Greater Paris through ambitious and sustainable 
development projects combining function, creativity and innovation. 
 

 
 
Great Projects for a Greater Paris Shaped by Innovation and Culture 
In 2016, Emerige won the “Réinventer Paris” contest to remodel a 43,000-sqm office building located on 
Boulevard Morland (4th arrondissement). The new building, designed by David Chipperfield Architects, will 
accommodate 11 different functions. The Group and its partner AOG are also in charge of developing a vast 
37,500-sqm arts and cultural hub on Île Seguin, in Boulogne-Billancourt, just outside Paris. Entrusted to RCR 
Arquitectes (2017 Pritzker Prize) and Baumschlager Eberle, this project and the neighbouring La Seine Musicale 
are expected to form one of largest cultural hubs in Europe. Emerige and La Compagnie de Phalsbourg have 
also been chosen as winners of the “Inventons la Métropole du Grand Paris” competition thanks to their 
collaborative project for the Babcock industrial wasteland in La Courneuve, just North of Paris. This bold 
programme, designed by Dominique Perrault Architecture and Encore Heureux Architectes, will be dedicated 
to artistic creation, cultural events and heritage. 
 
Committed to making the city more beautiful for all, Emerige supports projects bringing culture to all types of 
audiences, especially younger generations. For this reason, the Group is involved in a number of arts and 
cultural education programmes, targeting a total of 12,000 children every year. As the first company to sign the 
“1 building, 1 work of art” agreement initiated by the French Ministry of Culture, Emerige is working actively to 
introduce art everywhere in the Greater Paris region, bringing it as close as possible to the population by 
integrating one work of art into each new or remodelled building. Since 2016, some 50 pieces have been 
ordered or purchased by the company. 
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